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Abstract 
 
When and how populations are regulated by bottom up versus top down 

processes, and how those processes are affected by co-occurring species, 

are poorly characterised across much of ecology.  We are especially 

interested in the community ecology of parasites that must share a host.  Here, 

we quantify how resources and immunity affect parasite propagation in 

experiments in near-replicate “mesocosms” – i.e., mice infected with malaria 

(Plasmodium chabaudi) and nematodes (Nippostrongylus brasiliensis). 

Nematodes suppressed immune responses against malaria, and yet malaria 

populations were smaller in co-infected hosts. Further analyses of within-host 

epidemiology revealed that nematode co-infection altered malaria propagation 

by suppressing target cell availability. This is the first demonstration that 

bottom-up resource regulation may have earlier and stronger effects than top-

down immune mechanisms on within-host community dynamics. Our findings 

demonstrate the potential power of experimental ecology to disentangle 

mechanisms of population regulation in complex communities.   

 

Introduction 

 
Understanding the population dynamics of coexisting organisms has been a 

major challenge in ecology and evolution for over half a century (Andrewartha 

& Birch, 1954). The diversity of drivers, importance of time-lagged effects, and 

influences of population structure mean that we are only beginning to quantify 

species interactions and predict their outcomes, even for classic, well-studied 
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ecosystems.  For example, analyses of decades of field data were needed to 

reveal that resource competition only transiently determines population growth 

rates in semi-arid grasslands (Martorell and Freckleton 2014) while external 

drivers such as weather exacerbate competition for island-dwelling (Coulson 

et al. 2001) and mountain-dwelling (Jacobson et al. 2004) ungulates.  

Feedbacks with predator abundance and specialisation may drive long-term 

oscillations in other systems (e.g., snowshoe hares; O’Donoghue et al. 1998).  

Increasingly, data capturing species dynamics across broad temporal and 

geographic scales have strengthened our ability to identify the core drivers of 

population dynamics (e.g., resource changes driving reduced amplitude of 

vole population oscillations across Europe; Cornulier et al. 2013), but 

covariance of key drivers across locations and time raises inferential 

challenges.  

 

A multitude of ecological processes shape parasite population dynamics 

within hosts, so inferring species interactions in parasite communities from 

observational data is likewise challenging (Fenton et al. 2014). For example, 

parasite populations within hosts are regulated by the intrinsic reproductive 

rate of the parasites, top-down processes involving immunity, and bottom-up 

processes involving resources (Haydon et al. 2003, Pedersen and Fenton 

2007). These processes are likely to drive the peaks and troughs of parasite 

abundance within hosts and yet remain poorly understood, especially when 

focal parasites share a host with other parasite species that are capable of 

modulating both “predator” (i.e., immune) behaviour and resource availability. 
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We can study resource and immunological regulatory processes in parasite 

communities by experimentally introducing multiple parasite species into 

hosts, either in sequence or together (Knowles 2011, Fenton et al. 2014). 

Indeed, a unique advantage of within-host systems is our capacity to obtain 

near-replicates of ecosystem dynamics, and to manipulate hypothetical 

drivers experimentally so that they can be identified and quantified. Here, we 

use laboratory mice as hosts to parasite species with life histories that 

generate both resource and immunological conflicts, as follows. The well-

described rodent malaria (Plasmodium chabaudi chabaudi clone AS) 

consumes red blood cells (hereafter RBCs) by invading, replicating, and then 

bursting out after 24h to find new target cells (Carter and Walliker 1975). The 

parasitic nematode Nippostrongylus brasiliensis, like several species that 

infect human hosts (Sarinas & Chitkara 1997), depletes RBCs because larvae 

damage host tissues when migrating through the lung early in infection (Chen 

et al. 2012). Lung haemorrhaging reduces RBC density by approximately 5% 

in mice given a standard laboratory dose of N. brasiliensis (Hoeve et al. 2009). 

During anaemia, we expect the population of RBCs to shrink and to become 

biased towards younger RBCs (reticulocytes) as host bone marrow releases 

new cells to replace those lost to infection. P. chabaudi clone AS is among the 

malaria genotypes that prefers older RBCs (Paul et al. 2003). Given these life 

history details, we hypothesised that this nematode co-infection might limit 

target cell availability to malaria. 
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We also hypothesised that the nematodes might facilitate malaria by 

modulating immunity. Adaptive immune responses of mammals fall broadly 

into four categories: T-helper cell type 1 (Th1), T-helper type 2 (Th2), T-helper 

type 17 (Th17) and T-regulatory responses (van den Ham et al. 2013). We 

focus on Th1/ Th2 here, because the Th1 response is essential to clearance 

of intracellular parasites like malaria, while Th2 is essential to clear intestinal 

nematodes, and because Th1 and Th2 responses are mutually inhibitory (van 

den Ham et al. 2013). This generates immunological conflict, potentially 

impairing malaria clearance in individuals co-infected with nematodes. For 

example, Th1-associated cytophilic antibodies, such as IgG2a in mice, block 

malaria development within RBCs, tag infected RBCs for destruction by 

phagocytes, and interfere with parasite dispersal following RBC rupture (e.g., 

Bergmann-Leitner et al. 2009). Nematode-induced suppression of Th1 

immunity can reduce production of such antibodies and prolong malaria 

infection (Fenton et al. 2008).  

 

Here, we report the first analysis that disentangles effects of resource 

limitation and immune facilitation upon parasite dynamics during co-infection, 

thereby achieving a rare identification of determinants of ecological dynamics 

across replicate ecosystems. We previously observed reduced peak density 

of malaria parasites in nematode co-infected hosts, and were unable to 

identify any simple immunological explanation for that outcome because peak 

production of the main Th1 cytokine interferon (IFN)-γ was suppressed by the 

nematode (Hoeve et al. 2009). We now go beyond minima and maxima to 
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measure regulation of daily parasite dynamics, and to test whether nematode-

induced anaemia (Hoeve et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2012) and/or Th1 

suppression regulates malaria population size. We first examine the structure 

and magnitude of the immune response in infection and co-infection. We next 

use a metric of malaria population growth called Effective Propagation 

Number (Metcalf et al. 2011), which quantifies transmission of malaria from 

infected to uninfected cells each day (Fig. 1). Using these tools, we analyse 

data from three previously reported (Hoeve et al. 2009; Fairlie-Clarke et al. 

2010) and four new experiments. We identify the best predictors of effective 

propagation and address the following hypotheses about the regulation of 

malaria in the presence and absence of anaemia-inducing nematodes: 

1.   a) Nematode co-infection will reduce the average age and population 

size of target cells, thereby promoting bottom-up control of malaria. 

b) Nematode co-infection will alter the structure and magnitude of the 

immune response, thereby reducing top-down control of malaria. 

2.  Target cell limitation will have stronger effects on malaria propagation 

than will immune suppression.  

3. When nematode infection precedes malaria infection by a considerable 

period, bottom-up regulation of malaria will be diminished. 

 

Methods 

 

All experiments (including those generating the pathology, parasitology and 

univariate cytokine data reported in Hoeve et al. 2009 and the endpoint 
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antibody data reported in Fairlie-Clarke et al. 2010; plus the 4 new 

experiments reported here) were carried out in accordance with the Animals 

(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and were approved by the UK Home Office 

inspectorate and institutional review committee. In total, we measured 

parasite, resource and immune dynamics (e.g., Figs. 2 & 3) in 58 uninfected, 

111 nematode infected, 190 malaria infected, and 121 co-infected hosts.  We 

note that obtaining data on lung damage, nematode burden and lymph node 

cells requires terminal sampling, so subsets of mice were culled at early time 

points (see Hoeve et al. 2009), while others were observed for the entire 

course of acute malaria.  These constraints meant that we were unable to 

account for variation in nematode burden in our analyses of malaria dynamics 

during co-infection.  We instead focus on the presence/absence of nematode 

co-infection. 

 

1a) Simultaneous infection experiments 

We randomly assigned adult female BALB/c mice to receive standard 

laboratory doses of 105 P. chabaudi chabaudi clone AS-infected RBCs and/or 

200 N. brasiliensis L3 larvae. Control mice were treated with sham injections 

(naive RBC or saline) only. We measured the density of malaria-infected and 

uninfected RBCs daily, as previously described (Hoeve et al. 2009). In three 

experiments, randomly selected mice from each treatment group were culled 

at three, five, or seven days post infection (p.i.).  These mice were then 

unavailable for daily monitoring of malaria dynamics but were invaluable in 

elucidating immunoparasitology of co-infection: We obtained nematode counts 
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and collected cells from thoracic and mesenteric lymph nodes (to test for local 

differences relating to nematodes migrating through lungs and intestines, 

respectively). We cultured cells in RPMI media or RPMI containing T cell 

mitogen Concanavalin A (Con A). We measured production of immune 

signaling molecules, or cytokines, associated with Th1 or Th2 immune 

responses (interleukins (IL) IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, IL-13, interferon (IFN)-γ, and 

tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α) after 72 hours of culture using cytometric 

bead arrays (BD Pharmingen), as previously described (Hoeve et al. 2009).  

 

Via microscopy at 1000X magnification across at least 2 fields of view (which 

reproducibly comprised ~1400 RBCs per blood smear), we also counted 

infected and uninfected young (reticulocyte) and mature RBCs. Reticulocytes 

were distinguished on Giemsa-stained thin blood smears via differential 

nucleic acid staining (following Swardson-Olver et al. 2002). In two 

experiments we also measured IgG2a antibody concentration daily, as 

described in Supplementary Information §1a, to enable us to estimate the role 

of immune pressure in daily malaria dynamics. 

 

1b) Statistical analysis 

All analyses were done in R (R Core Team 2014). Where relevant we report 

estimated coefficients ± one standard error. For mixed model selection 

decisions, we report change in AIC. Where interactions among factors were 

significant, we determined pairwise differences using Tukey’s Honest 

Significant Difference post-hoc test adjusted for multiple comparisons. 
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We tested for variation in the daily densities of infected, uninfected, and young 

RBCs among treatment groups using repeated measures nested ANOVA, 

with a fixed effect of treatment (two-level factor, malaria-infected versus co-

infected), and random effects of mouse nested in experiment.  We analysed 

daily dynamics of young RBCs in terms of both their density and the 

percentage of uninfected RBCs that were young (i.e., % reticulocytes).  We 

found that the percentage metric explained greater variance among mice and 

better distinguished co-infected mice from those with malaria only.  

Subsequent analyses of malaria propagation thus focus on percentage rather 

than density of reticulocytes as a metric of RBC age structure.  

 

We used ordination techniques to reveal patterns in multivariate cytokine data 

(Bourke et al. 2013). We looked for orthogonal linear associations that 

captured the greatest variance in production of the seven cytokines using 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA). We transformed cytokine expression 

data by log10(x+1), and scaled the covariances to reduce skew (Jolliffe 2002, 

Jackson et al. 2004). We used single value decomposition in our PCA 

because it is computationally efficient (Jolliffe 2002), and is applicable to 

multiplex data where there are fewer observations (cell samples per mouse) 

than variables (cytokines).  We followed the methods of Turner et al. (2003) 

and Jackson et al. (2004) to reduce dimensionality. We focused on the first 

three principal components (PCs1-3), which accounted for >80% of variance 

in cytokine expression and had bootstrapped eigenvalues greater than one (a 
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measure of their ability to explain significant variance; Jolliffe 2002).  

 

We ran separate PCAs on data subsetted by mouse treatment (uninfected, 

malaria-only, nematode-only, and co-infected), by day of cull (three, five, or 

seven days post infection), by lymph node (mesenteric or thoracic), and by 

cell culture stimulus (medium and Con A). We then used ANOVA to test 

whether PC loadings were significantly affected by five factors: nematode-

infected/uninfected and malaria-infected/uninfected treatment factors (both 

two levels), day (three levels), lymph node (two levels), and cell culture 

stimulus (two levels). When there was no significant difference, the PCA was 

repeated on aggregated data starting with the factor with the smallest 

statistical effect (following Jackson et al. 2004).  For example, although Con A 

stimulation significantly increased cytokine production compared to cells 

cultured in media alone (Hoeve et al. 2009), its effects were consistent across 

cytokines, treatment groups, days and lymph nodes.  Cell culture stimulus 

was therefore collapsed out of the model. 

 

This process established that cytokine profile only differed by treatment, so 

we averaged cytokine expression across media and lymph nodes to get one 

score per mouse, and included all mice culled on days 3, 5, and 7 in a single 

PCA. We modelled these PCA scores for PCs1-3 and days 3, 5, and 7 with 

mixed-effects ANOVA. The model included nematode-infected/uninfected and 

malaria-infected/uninfected fixed factors, plus a random factor for experiment 

(two levels).  
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In each generation, infected RBCs arise from an encounter between infected 

(It) and uninfected (susceptible) cells (St), and a transmission rate (here 

denoted Pe,t) that can be described using the classic epidemiological 

relationship:  

 

It+1=Pe,tItSt            Eqn 1 

 

For a schematic of this logic, see Fig. 1. Linearising this equation by taking 

the log allows us to calculate effective propagation, Pe,t, at every time-step for 

each mouse (Metcalf et al. 2011). We partitioned the degree to which Pe,t 

variation was explained by RBC age profile (% reticulocytes) and by immunity 

(IgG2a concentration), using a linear mixed effects model. In other words, our 

response variable was daily Pe,t. We fitted coefficients for fixed effects of 

antibody concentration, percentage of RBCs that were reticulocytes, presence 

or absence of Nb co-infection (binary factor, given that we could not obtain 

nematode burden data from mice in which we observed longitudinal malaria 

dynamics), and time (9 level factor: days 7 to 15 post infection). We also fitted 

all 2- and 3-way interactions among antibody, reticulocytes and treatment.  

 

We ensured that the response variable conformed with parametric 

assumptions of linear regression and scaled fixed effect variables so that 

model coefficients for antibody and RBC profile could be directly compared. 

We excluded three IgG2a observations for which scaled antibody 
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concentration was >5 times the standard deviation above the mean. To 

account for daily measures on individual mice, we included random effects of 

mouse and experiment. The saturated model (with all 2- and 3-way 

interactions among the factors denoted by *) was: 

Yijt = γ00 + γ01(antibody ijt)* γ02(reticulocytes ijt) * γ03(treatment i ) + γ04(t) + u0i + 

u1j  (experiment ij) + rijt            Eqn 2 

where γ is a fixed cofficient, u is a random coefficient, i is individual mouse 

(69 level factor), j is experimental replicate (2 level factor), and t is time (9 

level factor). For fixed effects, we followed the model selection method of Zuur 

et al. (2009) by preferring the minimal AIC. We report model fit using REML 

with lmer in the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2014) and marginal and 

conditional R2 (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013). 

 

2a) Sequential infection experiments  

To further investigate whether nematode-induced anaemia or antibody 

responses were more influential in determining malaria population dynamics, 

we shifted the timing so that nematode-induced anaemia was resolved prior to 

malaria infection, but nematode-induced reduction in Th1 immunity remained. 

Mice were infected with 200 nematode L3 and 35 days later with 105 clone AS 

malaria-infected RBCs. Sequentially infected mice are hereafter denoted as 

nematode-then-malaria infected (as distinct from simultaneously co-infected 

mice). Malaria dynamics were measured as for simultaneous co-infection. 

Malaria-specific IgG2a was measured by ELISA in plasma samples taken at 

the end of infection (day 20 post-malaria infection) to ensure nematode-
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induced changes in antibody were comparable to the simultaneous co-

infection regime. Details of these methods are described in Supplementary 

Information §1b.  

2b) Statistical analysis 

We tested for differences between “nematode-then-malaria” mice and 

malaria-only mice in effective propagation (calculated as above) and other 

RBC dynamics using mixed effects ANOVA. We had two fixed factors of 

treatment (two-level factor: with and without nematode) and day (nine level 

factor), and random effects of mouse (n=60) and experiment (2 levels). We 

ran similar models but dropped the effect of day when analysing day 20 IgG2a 

antibody titre and minimum RBCs.  

 

Results 

 

Hypothesis 1a) Nematode co-infection will reduce the average age and 

population size of target cells, thereby promoting bottom-up control of malaria. 

 

Nematode infection did alter RBC dynamics. Consistent with our previous 

report on a subset of these mice (Hoeve et al. 2009), nematode treatment was 

associated with reduced density of malaria-infected RBCs, around the time of 

peak density (Fig. 2A, β=-0.13, se=0.04, F1,430=7.66, p<0.01).  Further 

analyses indicated that nematode co-infection slowed malaria replication (co-

infected mice had delayed parasitemia, Fig. S1A), and produced delayed (Fig. 

S1B) and milder anaemia (Fig. S2).  Most important for our hypothesis about 
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bottom-up control, co-infected mice had more uninfected and young RBCs 

than malaria-only mice in the second week of infection (Fig. 2B, nematode 

treatment factor in mixed effects model of infection metrics from day 8 to 15; 

uninfected RBCs β=0.63, se=0.18, F1,347=14.4, p<0.01; reticulocytes β=0.02, 

se=0.02, F1,143=4.06, p<0.05). These results accord with the hypothesised 

effect of nematodes on malaria resources.  

 

Hypothesis 1b) Nematode co-infection will alter the structure and magnitude 

of the immune response, thereby reducing top-down control of malaria. 

 

Nematode infection also altered the structure and magnitude of the 

developing immune response. We found that cytokine expression across all 

mice could be adequately described by a single PCA of three components 

(see Methods). We examined the loadings of cytokines on the first three PCs 

(Fig. 3A-C) to ascertain the structure of the cytokine network. PC1 

represented the overall magnitude of immune response, being positively 

correlated with all cytokines (Fig. 3A, 34% variance), PC2 represented a 

Th1/Th2 axis with IFN-γ and TNF-α opposed to the other five more Th2-

associated cytokines (Fig. 3B, 19% variance), and PC3 was driven by the 

cytokine IL-6, which has unique roles in inflammation and tissue repair (Fig. 

3C, 15% variance, Fernando et al. 2014). These interpretations were robust in 

subsets of the data (e.g., within treatment groups). 

 

We also examined how the scores of mice differed by treatment on the first 
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three PC axes (Fig. 3D-F). On PC1, nematode-infected mice had lower scores 

than nematode-uninfected mice, consistent with nematodes being 

immunosuppressive (Fig. 3D nematode F1,158=301.7 p<0.001, malaria 

F1,158=19.4 p<0.001, interaction F1,158=1.3 p>0.2). On PC2,nematode-infected 

mice had higher expression consistent with Th2-biased cytokine responses, 

while malaria-infected mice had lower expression consistent with Th1-biased 

responses (Fig. 3E, nematode F1,158=17.8 p<0.001, malaria F1,158=73.2 

p<0.001, interaction F1,158=2.2 p>0.1). On PC3, nematode-only mice had the 

highest expression, marginally lessened by malaria co-infection, with malaria-

only mice lower still and uninfected mice the lowest (Fig. 3F, nematode 

F1,158=80.8 p<0.001, malaria F1,158=6.7 p<0.05, interaction F1,158=5.3 p<0.05 

with Tukey p>0.14 for nematode-infected versus co-infected mice). These 

results accord with hypothesised effects of nematodes on the type of immune 

response needed to clear malaria and provide broad cytokine-level support for 

our previous observation that nematode infection reduces IgG2a antibody 

titres in these mice (Fairlie-Clarke et al 2010).  However, none of these 

findings help to explain why co-infected mice had lower, rather than higher, 

malaria parasite burdens than mice with malaria only. 

 

Hypothesis 2) Target cell limitation will have stronger effects on malaria 

propagation than will immune suppression.  

 

As hypothesised, nematodes affected both the RBC and cytokine profiles, so 

we proceeded to study associations between resource availability (% young 
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RBCs), the effector immune response (Th1-driven IgG2a antibody), and 

malaria effective propagation.  Given our previous meta-analytic findings that 

bottom-up control is more potent than top-down control of co-infection in both 

mice (Graham 2008) and people (Griffiths et al. 2014), we predicted that the 

effect of nematodes on RBCs would be the dominant mechanism regulating 

malaria within co-infected hosts.  

 

Indeed, the final model for effective propagation included young RBCs and 

day of observation (Table 1, marginal R2 0.321, conditional R2 0.407). The 

higher the proportion of young RBCs, the lower the effective propagation 

(Fig.4, fitted coefficient β=-0.1, Table 1). This negative coefficient indicates 

resource limitation. The significant factor of day post infection indicated 

consistent daily dynamics across mice in effective propagation (F>10, Table 

1). Neither the main effect of IgG2a antibody nor of treatment per se had a 

significant association with effective propagation. Even when antibody was 

included in the model, its coefficient was less than a tenth of that of young 

RBCs (β being comparable because the variables were scaled). A borderline 

term in the model was the young RBC-by-treatment interaction, which 

increased AIC by less than 1, though its standard error was almost equal to its 

effect size (Table 1; compare circles and triangles in Fig. 4). 

 

We found additional evidence that resource depletion suppressed malaria 

because the higher the proportion of young RBCs the fewer the infected cells 

(Fig. S3). We thus found evidence for resource depletion of malaria by 
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nematode co-infection, but limited evidence for IgG2a antibody affecting 

malaria dynamics. 

	 

Hypothesis 3: When nematode infection precedes malaria infection by a 

considerable period of time, bottom-up regulation of malaria will be diminished. 

 

Finally, we ran experiments to remove the coincidence of malaria infection 

and nematode-induced anaemia and to test for an effect of IgG2a antibody on 

malaria. As hypothesised, when nematode-induced anaemia preceded Pcc-

infection by 5 weeks, there was no difference between nematode-then-malaria 

and malaria-only treatments in infected or uninfected RBC density (β=0.01, 

se=0.04, F1,51=0.17, p>0.68, Fig. 5A, B) or effective propagation (β=1.5, 

se=8.7, F1,51=0.02 p>0.8).  

 

Nematode-infected mice had reduced malaria-specific IgG2a antibody titre on 

day 20 compared with malaria-only mice (Fig. 5C), as during simultaneous 

infection (Fairlie-Clarke et al. 2010). This treatment effect on antibody did not 

translate into any detectable difference in malaria dynamics, which 

corroborates our finding under Hypothesis 2 in simultaneous co-infection that 

RBC age structure affects malaria population dynamics more than immunity.  

 
Discussion 
 

Here, we show that both the red blood cells consumed by malaria parasites 

and immune responses to malaria were suppressed by a lung-migratory 
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nematode. We found that only the bottom-up mechanism was consistent with 

malaria propagation during co-infection. The study is rare in simultaneously 

measuring both resources and immunity, and then using an epidemiological 

framework to model within-host dynamics. We suggest that considering 

immune and resource-mediated mechanisms of parasite regulation in tandem 

is essential to understand the dynamics of co-infections, even in the 

laboratory. We further suggest that, in the field, resource-mediated 

mechanisms could be as important as immunity in determining effects of 

helminths on malaria incidence and severity.  More generally, our findings 

demonstrate the utility of near-replicate experimental “mesocosms” in 

identifying and quantifying drivers of population dynamics.  While hosts, even 

inbred laboratory mice, cannot provide perfectly replicated ecosystems, they 

do come close, and enable researchers to leverage that variation (e.g., subtle 

differences among hosts in starting RBC density) to explain dynamics. 

 

We hypothesised that nematode infection would reduce the average age and 

population size of RBCs, due to haemorrhaging during migration through the 

lung (Chen et al. 2012). We indeed found that nematode-infected mice had a 

higher frequency of young RBCs than mice with malaria only. Co-infected also 

mice experienced delayed malaria dynamics, with potential implications for 

chronicity and thus transmission as in other malaria-helminth systems (e.g., 

Noland et al. 2007).  Younger RBC age profiles were associated with reduced 

malaria propagation. We attribute this to a biological preference of this 

genotype of malaria parasites to replicate within mature RBCs (Paul et al. 
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2003). This tendency not to invade young RBCs has previously been 

modelled for this malaria clone in T-cell intact and depleted mice (Mideo et al. 

2008). Our analyses now show how target cell availability also regulated 

malaria population size in immunocompetent mice co-infected with nematodes.  

The better fits for frequency rather than density of young RBCs is suggestive 

of a frequency-dependent transmission process – i.e., the frequency of target 

cells may determine how many new infections are established by a single 

infected RBC. This implies that spatial structure within the blood may be 

shaping access of merozoites to new cells, an interesting area for future work 

especially now that in vivo behaviour of cells can be tracked. 

 

We also hypothesised that nematodes would suppress immune responses 

against malaria, and we did find support for this prediction. Furthermore, we 

found a stable structure to relationships among immune signaling molecules 

across hosts of differing infection status. In other words, accounting for 

variation among mice in overall magnitude of cytokine responses (our PC1), 

elevated Th2 cytokines predictably were associated with reduced Th1 

cytokines (our PC2). These findings concur with other studies of helminth co-

infection (e.g., Jackson et al. 2004). Production of the Th1-associated 

antibody (IgG2a) needed for malaria clearance was also suppressed following 

simultaneous (Fairlie-Clarke et al. 2010) and sequential nematode infection. 

However, we report here that immunosuppressive effects of nematode co-

infection were unimportant to malaria propagation. 
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Our sequential infection results further suggest that target cell availability 

exerts a stronger impact on malaria dynamics than antibody. When 

nematode-induced anaemia was resolved prior to malaria infection, malaria 

density and effective propagation were similar in single and sequentially 

infected mice despite IgG2a suppression. This represents a step toward 

experimentally untangling resource versus immune-mediated mechanisms of 

control. However, in this design, the timing of nematode-induced innate 

immune responses were also altered relative to malaria infection, which may 

influence malaria dynamics. Previous malaria modeling work suggested 

innate immunity regulated early malaria dynamics, with some involvement of 

resources (Kochin et al. 2010), though others found that resource limitation 

captures the main features of malaria dynamics (Antia et al. 2008, Metcalf et 

al. 2012). Indeed, whilst we argue that resource availability is more influential 

than immune response in regulating malaria dynamics, we acknowledge that 

these processes are not mutually exclusive. For example, ‘bystander killing’ of 

uninfected RBC by phagocytes (Tippett et al. 2007) is an immune-mediated 

mechanism that reduces availability of RBCs; also, nematode migration might 

induce innate responses (Chen et al 2012) that promote killing of malaria 

parasites. Further experiments are warranted, not least to explore dose-

dependence in the effects of nematodes on malaria propagation. 

 

Our findings may be relevant to variation in the course of malaria in humans. 

Malaria is of major global health concern and often occurs in areas with 

endemic helminth infections (Righetti et al. 2012). Human malarias exhibit 
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differential preferences for young versus mature RBCs (Paul et al. 2003). If 

nematodes infecting humans chronically skew RBC age profiles through 

haemorraging and, in the case of hookworm, direct consumption of RBCs, 

subsequent malaria dynamics, including recrudescence, might be altered.  For 

example, concurrent hookworm and RBC-generalist P. falciparum infections 

do result in more severe malarial anaemia in preschool children (Brooker et al. 

2007). By contrast, we would predict ameliorated anaemia if hookworm co-

occurred with mature-RBC-specialist P. malariae.  We are unaware of any 

study that has yet investigated such co-infection.  It is important to note that 

resource-mediated interactions between helminths and malaria may in some 

contexts be mediated by RBC availability per se, rather than RBC age 

structure, or even by iron deficiency. Indeed, iron supplementation feeds P. 

falciparum, to the detriment of the host (Clark et al. 2014). If continued 

research generates strong support for resource-mediated interactions 

between human malaria and helminths, then medical interventions such as 

anthelmintics, antimalarials, and erythropoietin (Chang & Stevenson, 2004) 

may need to be selected and paired according to which parasites co-occur in 

local hosts. 

Beyond malaria, our findings confirm predictions arising from our prior meta-

analyses of co-infected laboratory mice (Graham 2008) and co-infected 

people (Griffiths et al. 2014) that suggested a more prominent role for bottom-

up than top-down processes regulating a diverse array of parasite populations 

in co-infected hosts. Likewise, experiments in wild mice in which within-host 

parasite communities were perturbed by anthelminthic treatment revealed 
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interactions between nematodes and protozoa that share infection sites, 

suggesting local, likely resource-mediated competition (Knowles et al. 2013, 

Pedersen and Antonovics 2014). However, our findings differ from simian 

immunodeficiency virus for which target cell limitation has weaker effects than 

immunity on ecological dynamics (Regoes et al. 2004). We urge further 

studies incorporating parasite propagation, resources, and immune metrics to 

gauge the distribution of infections and co-infections for which bottom-up 

regulation exceeds top down regulation.  

 

In addition, we suggest that our quantitative approach has the potential to 

provide (perhaps surprising) general insights into between-host epidemiology 

and immunology.  The core principles that drive measles dynamics across 

populations echo those of within-host malaria dynamics (Metcalf et al. 2011): 

susceptible individuals (for the measles case) or RBCs (for malaria) are 

infected at a time-varying rate, and then either recover (for measles) or die 

(for malaria).  The unique power of within-host mouse malaria is that with 

dynamics driven by the same basic principles as measles or other childhood 

infection systems (Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR)-like dynamics), we 

can use experiments to identify and quantify the empirical details of further 

drivers, including immune system activity per se, independent of resources.   

 

More generally, despite the closed nature of the mammal-as-ecosystem in 

which immune “predators” and bodily resources are so intertwined (Pederson 

& Fenton 2007), we offer our results as an example of experimental 
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identification of the ecological drivers of population dynamics.  The free-living 

analogy of our work would be introduction into a grassland of a new herbivore 

species that simultaneously alters predator behaviour and resource 

availability to a focal species, followed by the demonstration that changed 

resources determine the subsequent dynamics of the focal species.  Such an 

approach complements the longitudinal, observational approaches that have 

quantified how competition (e.g., Coulson et al. 2001; Jacobson et al. 2004; 

Martorell and Freckleton 2014) or predation (e.g., O'Donoghue et al. 1998) 

drive population dynamics in the field.  It will be fascinating to learn whether 

bottom-up processes outweigh top-down in importance across systems.  

Experimental approaches could be used to investigate ecological processes 

in other tritrophic systems – e.g., to explore food web dynamics in replicate 

mesocosms, in lab or field, and to investigate relative impacts of bottom-up 

and top-down processes.  Indeed, recent experiments revealing cascading 

effects across trophic scales (e.g., parasites reducing availability of prey for 

predators; Banerji et al. 2015) may represent a crucial frontier in functional 

ecology in which interactions or temporal synergies among resources, 

parasites and predators can be dissected across food webs.   We keenly 

await more such work. 
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Table Legend 
 
Table 1. Predictor variables considered in model of effective propagation of 

Pcc in simultaneous co-infection experiments. Antibody is the scaled IgG2a 

concentration (µg/mL of blood). Treatment is presence/absence of nematode 

co-infection. The coefficient for young RBCs (scaled %) corresponds to the 

final model, while other coefficients relate to the addition of that variable to the 

final model. P-values were estimated for each fixed coefficient in the saturated 

model using parametric bootstrapping with 1000 simulated datasets using the 

R function afex::mixed (Singman et al. 2014). ΔAIC denotes the increase in 

this criterion with reversal of the decision to include or exclude that variable 

from the final model. 

  

Variable	
Fitted	

coefficient	
Standard	

error	 					F	 				p	 Decision	

ΔAIC	if	
decision	
reversed	

Young	RBCs	 -0.104	 0.022	 185.30	 <0.01	 Keep	 90.03	
Day	post	infection	 varied	by	day	 varied	by	day	 10.09	 <0.01	 Keep	 88.19	
Treatment	 0.019	 0.030	 0.19	 0.4	 Delete	 0.87	
Young	RBCs:Treatment	 0.032	 0.029	 1.131	 0.2	 Delete	 1.62	
Antibody	 0.009	 0.022	 9.56	 0.68	 Delete	 1.84	
Young	RBCs:Antibody	 0.003	 0.016	 0.04	 0.70	 Delete	 1.95	
Antibody:Treatment	 0.027	 0.034	 0.33	 0.68	 Delete	 3.34	
Young	RBCs:	
Antibody:Treatment	 0.017	 0.018	 0.98	 	0.18	 Delete	 2.05	
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1.   The dynamic within-host malaria ecosystem. For each generation of 

malaria parasites, we accounted for infected cells, from which parasites burst, 

and uninfected cells available for invasion (grey labels and arrows) by 

calculating Effective Propagation Number as an indicator of the progression of 

malaria infection (Metcalf et al. 2011; Pe,t in Eqn 1). We compared the relative 

strength of bottom-up regulation (by the availability of older, preferred RBCs) 

and top-down regulation (by IgG2a antibody) by assessing their impacts on 

effective propagation. We also assessed whether co-infection altered these 

regulatory processes (nematode effects not drawn for simplicity).  

 

Fig. 2.   Daily indicators of malaria density (A) RBC resources (B) and 

acquired Th1 immunity (C) ± one standard error around the mean for malaria-

only mice (dashed line) and malaria+nematode co-infected mice (solid line) 

mice. Antibody concentration was measured daily in two replicate 

experiments, both of which have corresponding data on percentage of young 

RBCs (inset, B, depicting mean and range of residuals of young RBCs for co-

infected mice at left; malaria-infected mice at right, after accounting for 

random effects of mouse, experiment and day post infection in mixed models). 

 

Fig. 3.  Results of a Principal Components Analysis of log(x+1) transformed 

cytokine production by cells cultured from all mice (i.e. four treatments culled 

three, five, or seven days post infection), averaged across stimuli, lymph 

nodes and time points (see Methods). We show results by infection treatment 
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for the first three principal component axes: the loadings of seven cytokines 

(A-C), and the scores for each mouse (D-F).  

 

Fig. 4.   Effective Propagation Number (Pet) of malaria in relation to the scaled 

percentage of RBCs that were young RBCs. Points are a daily value per 

mouse with co-infection as triangles and malaria-only as circles. Grey-filled 

symbols are predictions from the optimal model and open symbols are for 

observed values. A treatment*young RBC interaction was the final term to be 

deleted from the model.  

 

Fig. 5.  Malaria and RBC dynamics from mice infected with malaria on day 0 

who either had been infected with nematodes 35 days prior (nematode-then-

malaria, solid line), or had not (malaria-only dashed line). A) Proportion RBCs 

that were infected. B) Total RBC density. Inset B) Minimum RBC density 

including comparison with nematode-only and uninfected mice. C) Mean 

IgG2a antibody titres 20 days post malaria-infection for nematode-only, 

nematode-then-malaria, and malaria-only mice ± standard error. Nematode-

then-malaria titres were significantly different from malaria-only (Tukey 

P<0.0001), but not nematode-only. 
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